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ABSTRACT 

Research results are reported fer a study investiga ting the use 

of diqital Landsat techniques for monitoring agricultural land 

use conversions. Two study areas are investigated: one in Ventura 

county and the other in Fresno County ~alifornia). Ventura 

test site investiqations include the use of three dates of Landsat 

data to improve classification ferformance beyond that previously 

obtained using sinqle date techniques. The 9% improvement is 
\ 

considered highly significant. Also developed and demonstrated 

usinq Ventura county data is an automated cluster labeling 

proced ure. conside rea a useful example of vert ical data in tegra tion. 

Fresno County results for a single date Landsat classification 

paralleled those found in Ventura, demonstrating that the urbani 

rural fringe zone of most interest is a difficult environment to 

classify usinq Landsat data. A general raster-to-vector conversion 

proqram has been developed to allow Lar.dsat classification froducts 

to be transferred to an operational county-level geographic 

information system in Fresno. Furthur work is required on this 

task to complete all project elements. 
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INTRODUCTION 

California's land produces mOLe food and fiber today than ever 

before, and as a state California continues to lead the naticn in 

aqricultural production. At the same time, additional space is 

needed for housin1, transportation, vildlife and recreation, 

commercial enterpLises, and all of the other activities that make 

up the fabric of ~odern American life. These naturailly competinry 

demands for land are becoming more and more a matter of public 

concern in California and other states. Increasingly, individual 

land use decisions affect the rights of others; many believe that 

we need to put these decisions in a perspective that will allow 

responsible consideration of as many legitimate interests as 

possible. 

Prom an aqricultural pe.rspectiv€, the basic demand for food and 

fiber products appears certain to increase, with factors such as 

open space and environmental quality tending to amplify, rather 

than offset, demands on prime land. It is obvious that the demand 

for retention of production lands is much more complex that a 

simple extension of the demand for food and fiber products. Ther@. 

is substantial doubt that the tremendous production increases 

realized in the past quarter-century can be duplicated through 
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additional intensification of production technology. Biological 

ceilings, increased energy costs, limited water availability, 

environmental constraints, and rising input costs in general are 

among the reasons ~ost often cited. To the extent that increases 

in supply do not keep up with long-term increases in demand, our 

dependence on highly productive land will increase. 

Many consider the present land market system inadequate for 

protection and rational utilization of our most productive land 

resources over the long run. Actions by local, state, and federal 

agencies may be necessary to assure a balanced approach to 

allocating land resources among conflicting users. Of concern to 

this proiect is that any actions, either governmental or private, 

should be based upon sound data regarding the true condition and 

dynamics of our land resources. This consideration leads to a 

reguirement for efficient data collection and analysis capabilities; 

we believe that this requirement can most effectively be met by 

merging modern re~ote sensing and automated geographic information 

system techniques. 

The California Integrated Remote Sensing system (ClRSS) program 

was initiated to demonstrate the concept of vertical data integration, 

which implies that data can be transferred between multiple levels 
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of organizations. The combination of remote sensing, geographic 

information sytems, and vertical integration, in conjunction with 

better known potentials for horizontal integration (multiple use 

of data by organizations at a similar level), offers significant new 

opportunities for coordinated programs involving land resources. 

In 1979 researchers of the Geography Remote Sensing Unit, University 

of Califonia at Santa Barbara, regan a proiect under CIRSS to 

evaluate the use of digital Landsat analysis techniques for providing 

land use/land cover data concerning prime agricultural lands. 

The goals and ob;ectives of the initial investigation were to: 

o Develop the conceptual design of a prime agricultural 

land component of CIRSS; 

o Explore vertical data integration issues applicable 

to prime agricultual land management; and, 

o Prepare a small area evaluation of a Landsat monitoring 

methodoloqy. 

To accomplish this the following tasks were undertaken: 



o An extensive literature review of prime agricultural 

land policy issues, remote sensing land cover class

ification and change detection techniques, and geo

qraphic information system processing was completed; 

o Maior organizations ccncerned wi th prime agricul tural 

land were identified and communications established; 

o A user information needs survey was conducted to eval

uate information needs and the sources and characteristics 

of existin~ data sets; 

o Two dates of Landsat imagery (August 1973 and 1976) were 

geometrically rectified, registered, and classified by 

land use/land cover classes for a test site in Ventura 

County; 

o Two existinq prime agricultural land maps (one prepared 

by the Department of water Resources in conjunction 

with the Governor's Office of Planning and Research 

dnd the other by the Soil Conservation Service) were 

digitized and processed usinq a geographic information 

system to assess the Landsat products: 
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o vertical data integration issues most pertinent to prime 

agricultural land data were reviewed; and, 

o Recommendations for future work aimed at correcting 

deficiencies found in the preliminary demonstration were 

made and incorporated into a proposal for follow-on _ork. 

The results of these tasks were reported in project progress and 

annual reports. The results of follow-on work are reported herein. 

Plans and progress of the Froject have been periodically reported 

to the crRSS Task Porce for their input and to assist their overall 

coordination of the crRSS program. The Task Force is comprised of 

representatives from federal, sta"te, regional, and local agencies 

within California, along with individuals from the private sector 

and the state's educational community_ 

Subsequent sections of this report provide a general review of 

research activities conducted from January 1980 through June 1981. 

Major attention during this period was directed towards the 

improvement of Landsat classification accuracies and the integration 

of Landsat prod acts wi th coun ty-level geographic information 

systems. Near the end of the Froject period the project focus 



was significantly redirected, at the request of the ClRSS Task 

Force, towards st3.te-level needs. These needs w ill receive 

additional attention during a subsequent project to be conducted 

in the June through December 1981 timeframe. 

Study areas used for this Froject include a site in Ventura county~ 

which is the same site previously used, and a site in Fresno County 

{see Figure 1), the nation's leading agricultural county. 

Objectives 

As part of the Class program, the agricultural lands ~onitoring 

and assessment co~ponent is oriented towards vertical data 

inteqr ation and land use/land ccver moni toring as applicable to 

prime agricultural land and related agricultural issues. 

Specific objectives identified for the 1980/1Q81 project were: 

o Improvement of agricultural land use/land cover classi

fication accuracies through the use of multidate Landsat 

data and the incorporation of local detailed land use 

information; 

o Demonstration of the methodology through incorporation 



C.tR~S.S. PRIME AGRICULTURAL LANDS PROJECT 

VENTURA COUNTY / 

• Coastal Agriculture 
• Initial demonstration site (1979) 

• Central Valley Agriculture 
• Agricultural lands recently 

mapped by SCS Important 
Farmlands Survey 

• Operational Geographic 
Information System 

(EMIS) 

• Cooperating groups interested in more recent data and 
technology transfer to county organization 

Figure 1. CIRSS Project Test Sites for Prime Agricultural Land Study. 



of Landsat products into county-level geographic 

inforrna ti on systems; 

o To provide a large-scale demonstration of a Landsat 

technique that incorporates vertical data integration; 

o Application of existing Landsat change detection 

technology for monitoring changes important to 

prime agricultuaral land decision-making. 

As noted earlier, the focus of the project was redirected from a 

coun ty-Ievel emphasis to a state-level emphasis near the end of 

the proiect period. The primary goal of this refocusing is to 

allow an evaluation of the potential of Landsat techniques for 

use by the California Department of Conservation's new Farmland 

~apping and Monitoring program. A follow-on project has been 

proposed to more fully address operaticnal alternatives for the 

Department of Conservation. The follow-on project will examine 

several alternatives net eval ua ted in the projec t di scussed 

herein (incl udi ng man ual in terpretation techn iques a nd combined 

use of Landsat and aerial photography imagery). 
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VENTURA COUNTY STUDY 

A study area located in Ventu.ra County was the oI:'iginal test site 

of our initial investiga tions a nd continues to be used to 

evalua te advanced techniques. First yeaI:' efforts developed a 

registered data set comprised of 1973 Landsat imagery (August 

23). 1976 Landsat imagery (August 7), and two pI:'ime agI:'icu1tura1 

maps developed by 1) the Department of water Resources in 

con;unction with the GovernoI:"s Office of Planning and Eesearch 

and 2) the Soil Conservation SeI:'vice's Important Farmland Mapping 

program. 

During the project I:'eporting Feriod covered by this report this 

data set vas substantially augmented by the incorporation of two 

additional dates of 1976 Landsa t imagery (June 6 and October 28) 

and the preparation of 1973 and 1976 digital gI:'ound truth maps. 

The additional dates of 1976 landsat data have provided an 

opportunity to test mu1tidate classification techniques as one 

means to improve classification performance (a majoI:' need 

identified during first year efforts). The digital ground truth 

data provide foI:' rapid technique evaluations and have allowed us 

to develop and demonstrate an automated cluster labeling 

procedure that we believe may have significant potential for 



st an dardizin g classifica tion techniques. The me th odolog y makes 

use of Landsat data and a detailed land use map to upedate both 

local and state level data sets, thus clearly demonstrating an 

applications example of vertical data integration. 

Test Site Characteristics 
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Ventura County encompasses a region of abundant natural 

vegetation and associated wildlife, well developed agricultural 

areas, and rapidly expanding urban developments. Ventura's 

population increased from approximately 200,000 to 430,000 

between 1960 and 1975, and most of this increase was accomadated 

by converting prime agricultural land to non-agricultural use~ 

A very large and nearly contiguous block of prime soils exists 

in coastal Ventura County on the Oxnard Plain and the low terraces 

north of the santa Clara River. These lands are among the most 

valuable in the state, producing strawberries, to:natoes, dnd Ol"Ch,lrd 

crops, as well as an extremely wide variety of vegetables. The 

Oxnard Plain is particularly valuable in terms of gross yields 

for certain crops and intensive specialty agriculture exists in 

most areas that have not been ccnverted to urban uses. 
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The climate of the region is typically Mediterranean. This climate 

type occurs only in the mid1a ti tudes, usua 11y along th e west co d.st 

of continental land masses, most notably in California, Southern 

Chile, western Australia, and, of course, the Mediterranean. It 

is characterized by relatively long dry summers, short wet winters, 

and relatively little seasonal variation in temperature due to 

oceanic influences. This uniquely mild climate is largely 

responsible for the significance of specialty crops in tehse regions, 

for several crops are often present that cannot be successfullY 

grown elsewhere. 

A test site encompassing two 7 1/2 minute USGS topographic 

quadrangles (the Oxnard and Camarillo Quads) were selected in 

1979 to demonstrate a Landsat methodology for monitoring prime 

agricultural land. These two quadrangles are adjacent to one 

another, sharing the same latitudinal coordinates, and include 

a maior portion of the fertile Oxnard Plain. Representative 

areas of natural vegetation, agriculture, and urban concentrations 

are present in the test site, providing an excellant opportunity 

to evaluate Landsat techniques. 

Landsat Multidate Classification 
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An analysis of errors associated with the single date classifications 

previously undertaken in Ventura county strongly suggested that m~jor 

problems associated with bare soil conditions in agriculture could 

be reduced or eliminated through use of multidate imagery. Using 

the three dates of Landsat imagery prepared for 1976, as discussed 

earlier, a supervised classification was undertaken using the sarnQ 

training and test sites used in the single date classification. 

Table 1 presents a comparison of single date versus multiple date 

classification performances, with overall accuracy being imFroved 

from 82% to 911. This improvement, which requires ve~y accurate 

registration of the digital imagery, is considered extremely 

significant and begins to put Landsat classification performance 

into the realm of a useable product for monitoring agricultural 

land use change. 

Land cover accuracy was determined from a systematic random s~m

pling of "ground truth" data, mapped from high altitude aerial 

photoqraphy with appropriate field verifications. Sampling 

positions were chosen randomly, but ... ere subjected to spatial 

stratification criteria in order to insure an adequate spatial 

distribution. The number of samples to be used (320) was derived 

from a sampling procedure outlined by Kilpatrick (1978). The 

sample of 320 points is slated to be adequate to obtain result3 of 



LANDSAT CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY 

LANDSAT GROUND TRUTH I PHOTO VERIFICATION . 
CATEGORY AGRI NATIVE 

-BARREN 
CULTU"E URBAN VEG WATER TOTAL 

-
AGRICULTURE 148 2 1 2 153 

URBAN 10 55 7 72 

NATIVE 
- 25 4 29 58 
-

BARREN 2 4 1 8 15 

-
- WATER 22 22 

TOTAL 185 65 30 16 24 320 

correct classification' =82% 

rab1e 1. Single Date landsat Classification for Ventura Test Site. 



LANDSAT CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY 
.-

LANDSAT GROUND TRUTH I PHOTO VERIFICATlON 
CATEGORY AGRI NATIVE 

TOTAL CULTUME URBAN VEG BARREN WATER 

! 

AGRICULTURE 176 2 178 

-

URBAN 3 60 5 68 

NATIVE 
: 

36 6 1 29 
VEGETATION ... 

BARREN 2 1 11 _~ 14 
"i 

! 

WATER 24 24 , 

; 

TOTAL 185 65 30 16 24 320 

correct classification· = 91 % 

Table 2. Multiple Date Landsat Classification for Ventura Test Site. 
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85 percent accuracy at a 95 percent confidence level. 

Posi tiona 1 loca tion and determination of category from "ground 

"truth" map observation is based on a methodology used by Stow 

(1979). The position of sample points is determined by measuring 

alonq the axis of the map projection used in the geometric 

rectification of the LANDSAT data (Lambert conformal Polyconic, 

in our case). Locations of sample points represent the theoretical 

position of the LANDSAT grid center point that is represented by 

'the sample. 

Determina tion of the "gro und truth" la nd cove r ca teg ory is made 

when an entire 80 x 80 meter area around the sample point on 

the map lies entirely within a ~ingle ca tegory. Samples lyinq 

on or sharing two separate categorical polygons are not counted. 

This may introduce some bias to the analysis, but insures that no 

interpretative decision between categories is necessary. 

Cateqories were compared at a level of generalization similar to 

that of the USGS Level I (Anderson, 1976). It was necessary 

to aqqreqate several of the LANrSAT derived classification 

ca teqories to t his more general level, in orde r to be :nore 

compa rable with the "q round truth 11 classif icat ion. 



Automated Cluster Labeling Prccedure 

As part of this proiect, both supervised and unsupervisen 

classification methodologies have been investigated for 

monitoring land use changes. ~cltidate spectral differencing 

has been used both as a distinct method of change detection 

and as a preprocessing step prier to land use classification. 
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This section provides a comparison between a "conventional" unsupervised 

approach to classification, using analyst assigned labels, and 

an automated digital approach to cluster labeling, using a detailed 

land use map and spectral masking techniques. The later approuch 

is fundamentally based upon the integration of remote sensing 

and geoqraphic information system techniques. 

The conventional cluster labeling procedure .as accomflisaed as 

follows for each date of imagery. First, each set of four ~ss bands 

of LANDSAT data were clustered and the statistical values thus 

obtained used as a basis for classifying the test site into 100 

unlabeled classes (clusters). An interactive video display syste~ 

lias used to display a color infrared rendition (MSS 4,5, and 7) of 

the LANDSAT imagery. Opon this tackground, each cluster was 

individually displayed using the graphic overlay capability 
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of the video system: this overlay could be rapidly removed 

or recalled to assist the analyst in selecting a cluster 

label. This mode of operation allows both the spectral 

characteristics of each cluster (as represented by its color) and 

spatial distribution to be used in assigning labels. 

when all clusters had been assigned to one of five classes (urban, 

native vegetation, agriculture, water, and carren), the raw cluster 

numbers were converted to form a five class image. Change detection 

was accomplished by subtracting the 1973 classification from 1976 

classification; this allowed both the location and type of change 

to be shown on a change detecticn image. The 1976 digital ground 

truth image allowed classification and change detection performance 

to be rapidly assessed by simple overlay and cross-tabulation 

functions available in IBIS. 

The automated approach to cluster labeling was accomplished using 

digital ground truth imagery in a more direct manner. Binary 

spectral change and stable maskes were first created by subtracting 

1973 MSS 5 from 1976 MSS 5 and selecting cutoff points that 

divided the image into about 30% change and 70% stable. Spatial 

smoothinq was applied to the binary mask to remove any isolated 

pixels due to possible sensor mis-registration and edge effects. 



A 3-bV-J movinq window was passed over the binary mask and only 

the chanqed pixels were checked for replacement. For each 

neiqhborhood, if the pixel at the center was labeled as changed 
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and 5 or more neighborhood pixels were labeled as stable, then the 

center pixel was relabeled as stable. The four MSS Dands of 1976 

LANDSAT imagery were then clustered and the resulting classification 

imaqe {100 clusters) was cross-tabulated with the spectrally stable 

portions of the 1973 digital ground truth image. Using a simple 

plurality decision rule, cluster labels ~ere assigned based upon 

the most predominant land use present. At this stage a tabular 

listing of each cluster number with descriptive informaton about 

the tota"l number of pixels, percentage of change pixels. percenta,]c 

of traininq pixels, and name of the label allowed the analyst 

to intervene into the labeling process. A cluster with too 

few training pixels could then be displayed and manually assigned 

a label. These labels were then used to classify areas of spectral 

chanqe. Finally, statistics in the form of truth tables were 

automatically generated describing the accuracy of the labeling 

process for stable areas. Figure 2 summarizes the processing flow. 

Accuracy assessments of both the manual and automated cluster 

labeling procedures have proven very similar, with overall class

ification performance of the automated procedure slightly higher 
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than that obtained manually (84X versus 80%). Major advantages of 

the automated procedures include its complete repeatability and 

statistical basis, whereby confidence sta tements can be made 

reqardinq classification performance. 



AUTOMATED CLUSTER LABELING OF LAND USE CHANGE 

1973 LlllD5:.T 1375 L/I.'lOSAT 

~=:FI'!?"Am~ ),~!l S·'S72!.!'i:C 
P~.~I~~rC/G!~r?rC 

CG?P.ECT!c:tS 

suaSCE?iE SEu:cnC:t ~'10 
~CTIrIc;.TIC!'t TO ",.1:» SASE 

1973 L~IO USE liAP 

~ 

YEcro~-TO- RASTER CO/IVERS [0:' 

S~E~~l O[FFE~~C~ 
!'!':;! cc.,"-E:!i'cn Ti) 

Figure 2. 

CRaSS-TA3UL~TIC~ CF 197& 
ClUSTERS BY 1973 lMID USE 

1Ir.~ basic flow of an automated clust~r lac~lin~ ,rv~e1ure is shown above. 
The conce,t of extensiv~ digital grou~d truth. ir.cc~porated h~re th~ugh 
overlay and cross-tabulation of clusters by stable land use areas, could 
be extenc!~ to a supel"'Vised training procedure. Not ss,!l,,!n here is t!1e 
possibility of an iterati'te reclustering option for ti1os~ clusters found 
to be a Mixture of ir.fon:oational classes. t:enerati':':1 c~ a soectral oi f
farence i7ace that :r'axi:11izes the amount of real lo1l'~:-! use cha;lge t:!etecto/.! 
~nd cini~izes t~e a~unt of irrelevant spectral r.hr~~~ is critical to t~e 
u;%lated land use ra? accuracy. Additional resei'l"Ch is l!n-le~-3y to o!'tilll'ize 
the soectral ~iffa~nce p~c~dure. 
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FRESNO COUNTY STUDY 

Fresno County is the nation's leading county in terms of 

aqricultural production. Located in California's Central Valley, 

the agricultural portion of Fresno county is simultaneously both 

expandinq and being encroached upon, as natural vegetation is 

converted to agriculture and urba.n areas expand into surrounding 

aqricultural lands. Primarily due to the existance of an 

oper ational geographic information system de ve loped and 

maintained by the Fresno County Planning and Data Processing 

Departments, Fresno County was Fropos~d as a study area for a 

large scale demonstration of techniques developed in Ventura 

County. 

Original project plans called fer a large test site on the order 

of twenty (20) USGS 7 1/2 minute quadrangles, and the use of two 

years of Landsat data (a single date anniversary data set such as 

that oriqinally used in Ventura county) to monitor land use 

changes. In addition, it was proposed to adapt or develop a 

means to convert Landsat products from their inherent raster or 

grid format into the vector or polygonal format used by Fresno 

County in their Environmental Managemnent Information System 

(E MI S) • 
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As the plans were reviewed and data sets prepared it became 

necessary to reduce the scope of the project somewhat; instead of 

a comprehensive large area study, Fresno County personnel 

recommended a two stage approach involving one intensive test 

site (one USGS quagdrangle) that would evaluate the 

raster-to-vector conversion task and a larger test site (the 

originally proposed 20 quadrangle test site) that would be 

classified but not furthur processed pending the results of the 

single quadrangle test. 

In addition, the two year approach had to be abandoned due to 

image quality (cloud cover) and problems associated with the test 

site falling in the overlap region of four different Landsat 

frames. A single date data set for 1979 has been prepared and 

classified. As with the Ventura County study, single date 

classification performance is considered only marginally 

adequate; two additional dates of 1979 Landsat date have been 

acquired in conjunction with ancther project and it is being 

proposed that fol'low-on work consider their incor-poration into 

the analyses to improve classification performance. 

Test Site Char-acteristics 



The intensive test site selected for analysis in Fresno county 

comprises the Sanger USGS 7 1/2 minute quadrangle. Located in 
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t he valley floor portion of F'resno Coun ty just southeast of 

Fresno City, the region is composed of intensive agriculture with 

limited amounts of natural vegetation and expanding urban 

centers. Cropping patterns include a great deal of vegetable 

crops and small fields around urban areas; these patterns are 

very similar to those found in Ventura county in terms of their 

difficulty to correctly interpret using just one date of Landsat 

imagery. 

Whereas we feel that our Ventura and Fresno County test sites 

represent two rather difficult sites to monitor (because of the 

variety of cropping practices) it must te noted that this is 

typical of those areas of most ccncern; namely, agricultural 

regions falling within expanding urban fringes. It was noted 

earlier in ventura County that high land rents in these regions 

led to a large amount of m~ltiple cropping (several crops per 

season). which leads to the need for multiple dates of Landsat 

type imaqery and/or higher resolution data sets. 

Data Set Preparation 
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It was noted earlier that the test site selected for intensive 

analysis in Fresno County generally falls in the overlap region 

of four different Landsa t frames. Pro blems associa ted witb this 

and cloud cover on 1975 Landsat tapes acquired for the project 

led to the eventual selection of a single 1979 date of Landsat 

imagery (August 20) for analyses. In addition to this date, two 

additional dates of the area are presently available through 

another proiect (May 4 and July 6). 

Prior to classification the August 1979 data was geometrically 

rect if ied us ing VICAR image processing prog ra ms a nd con trol 

points located on both the imagery and the USGS quadrangle :nap 0= 
t he area. 

A ground truth map of the area was created using NASA high 

altitude aerial photography and a Department of Water Resources 

land use survey map. This maF was subsequently coordinate 

digitized and converted into a registered image format using IBIS 

programs. 

Landsat Classification 
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Classification of the Landsat imagery was accomplished using 

manual cluster labeling procedures as discussed in the Ventura 

analysis section. Accuracy assessment was also accomplished in a 

similar manner, with Table 3 showing the classification 

performance for a random sample of points. In general. the 

performance is similar to that found in Ventura County single 

date classification tests. The nature of these and Ventura 

County results sU1gests that multidate imagery and/or manual 

intervention will be necessary to improve performance to 

satisfactory levels for operational programs. 

Raster-to-Vector Conversion Program 

As a maior theme of the overall CIRSS program, operational 

vertical data integration as related to prime agricultural land is 

receivinq special attention in this study_ The incorporation of 

detailed local land use data for the purpose lof improving Landsat 

classification accuracies demonstrates "upward" integration; the 

distribution of prime agricultural change detection maps in a 

scale independent machine readable format demonstrates "downward" 

inteqration. Two separate ap~rcach€s were taken in incorporating 

detailed land use data in to the Landsat processing sequence: 



" . 

LANDSAT CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY 
. 

LANDSAT GROUND TRUTH I PHOTO VERIFICATION. 
CATEGORY AGRI NATIVE 

BARREf':I . CULTUME URBAN VEG WATER TOTAL 

,. 

AGRICULTURE 225 2 5 232 

URBAN 13 24 5 42 

NATIVE 

VEGETATION 18 2 16 36 
( 

BARREN 5 5 :.~ 10 

: 

WATER' , 

TOTAL 256 33 21 10 320 

correct classification"· = 84% 

Table 3. Single Date Landsat Classification for Fresno Test Site. 



1. Standard coordinate digitizing of map products and 

the subsequent use of the IBIS rasterization process 

were completed for the Ventura test site. 

2. A FORTRAN program was developed for converting a 

plot extract file from the Fresno County EMIS 

system directly to an IBIS interface file. 
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The first approach is tedious and time consuming, but has the 

inherent flexibili ty that will be required for an operational 

state-wide monitoring program. The second approach is typically 

more accurate but can only be used in those jurisdictions that 

maintain geo-based information systems with up-to-date land use 

da ta base compone n ts. 

Incorporating Landsat derived prime agricultural land change 

detection maps into the Presnc County EMIS system is a major 

project objective. A literature search was conducted at the start 

of the project to determine to state-of-the-art of operational 

image to vector conversion programs. None fo the programs 

available in the public domain provided adequate processing 

capabilities. Consequently, a general raster-to-vector process 

was developed enabling a VICAR image to be converted to an EMIS 



input file. The system has been tested on the Ventura data sets 

with satisfactory results. subsequently, however, a "bug" has 

been detected when certain data set characteristics are present. 

The final delivery of a Landsat based land use/land cover map 

to Fresno County awaits the correction of this problem, which 

appears minor. 
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SUMMAR Y 

Results reported herein demonstrate the need for multidate 

Landsat imagery to achieve classification a6curacies in the range 

considered suitable for monitoring agricultural land use 

conversion (ie. >901). This aPFears largely due to the 

complexity of agricultural and urban activities in the 

urban/rural fringe zone of most interest. Alternative methods 

for improving accuracy include the incorporation of more 

sophisticated algorithms and techniques considered inappro

priate for any presently contemFlated, the use of higher 

resolution imagery (eg. high altitude aerial photography), and 

combined manual/ digital precessing modes. 

The development and demonstratien of an automated cluster 

labelinq procedure is documented and presents an excellant 

example of vertical data integration that may allow some 

standarization of Landsat classification procedures. 

A qeneral raster-to-vector conversion program has been developed 

that siqnificantly increases the flexibility of incorporating 

Landsat products into operational geographic information systems. 

A small amount of werk remains prior to inclusion of this program 
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into the VICAR/IBIS processing system; the nature of the program 

desiqn should also allow its easy transfer to other systems. 

Pollow-on work has been proposed that will more fully evaluate 

state level options for an operational farmland mapping and 

monitorinq procedure. The ~ork accomplished to date will provide 

a substantial basis for such an evaluation, although the scope of 

operational alternatives will need to be substantially broadened 

from the purely digital Landsat approaches investigated to date. 
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APPENDIX I 

Publications based exclusively cr largely upon the work presented 

herein include: 

"Derivinq Land Use/Land Cover Shnage statistics from Landsat: A study 

of Prime Aqricultural Land", in proceedings of the Fourteenth 

International Symposium on Remote sensing of the ~nvironment, May 1980. 

"Monitoring Land Use Changes", by J.E. Estes, D.A. Stow, and J.R. 

Jensen, in Proceedings of Conference on Remote Sensing for Resource 

Management, Kansas city, Missouri, October 1980. 

"Flexible Processing of Remote Sensing Data Through Integration of 

Image Processing ~na Geobased Information Systems", by W. H. Hallada, 

F.C. Mertz,. L.R. Tinney, M.J. Cosentino, and J.E. Estes, in 

Proceedings of the Fifteenth International sy~posium on Remote 

sensinq of EDvironment, Ann Arbor, Michigan, ~ay 1981. 
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